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Naturalistic evolutionary reasoning



 

Is necessary for answering questions and 
solving problems in the life sciences



 

Diverse array of cognitive resources are 
brought to bear on evolutionary problems



 

Item contexts and formats constrain and 
facilitate cognitive resource recruitment and 
assembly



 

Assessments are needed that can capture the 
composition, structure, stability, and context- 
dependency of evolutionary reasoning



Necessary 
and sufficient 
construct (3)

Expansive 
construct (3+n 
key concepts

Composition of a causal model



Natural selection model use in biology majors 
(n = 2,436 essays; 406 students pre and post)

% employing necessary and sufficient 
elements of model 

50%25%



What cognitive resources are being used?



 

Cognitive biases


 

Essentialism, teleology, intentionality



 

Naïve-historical theories


 

Use and disuse, heredity of acquired 
traits, etc.



 

Intuitive reasoning


 

Force-dynamic models


 

Analogical structure mapping



 

Small knowledge elements


 

Accurate and inaccurate notions of 
mutations, pressures, fitness, etc.



 

Fundamental elements


 

Phenomenological primitives (P-prims)



Cognitive 
resources and 
measurement 
models



Pre-course 
(113) Bacteria item Cheetah item

Salamander 
item

Explanatory 
model type n % n % n %
Exclusively 
scientific 32 28.1 49 43.0 10 8.8
Exclusively 
naïve 38 33.3 6 5.3 64 56.1
Mixed (Scientific 
+ naïve) 44 38.6 59 51.8 40 35.1

Total 114 100.0 114 100.0 114 100.0

Mixed models common in 
college biology students



“Misconceptions” 

semantic placeholder 
representing a diverse array 
of ontologically distinct 
cognitive resources of 
different structures and 
complexities



Item context diversity

Time scale

Taxon/lineage

Trait (state)

Polarity

Structure

Explanatory type



Instrument format constraints



 

Closed response items make it difficult to 
determine:



 

Which cognitive resources do different items 
elicit (composition)?



 

Complexity of resource assemblages?


 

Structuring of resources into explanatory 
models?



 

Problems with open response formats:



 

Grading (expertise, time, money)


 

Lexical ambiguity


 

Content coverage


 

Writing skills


 

Etc.



Lexical ambiguity in open 
response text
Interpretation of student responses in past published work is 
problematic:



Student Interface
Security 

Filter

Instructor Interface

Solution to lexical ambiguity: 
Assessment Cascade System (ACS)

•Online, secure assessment tool
•Constructed-response with follow-up items based on 
participant responses
•Reports designed to support data-analysis



Spell 

 
Checker 

 
triggered

PrPr

Primary Item
Cheetahs (large African cats) are able to run faster than 60 miles 

 
per hour when chasing prey. How would a biologist explain how 

 
the ability to run fast evolved in cheetahs, assuming their 

 
ancestors could run only 20 miles per hour?

Save

Text Box
The way biologist would explane this is through natural selection - if 
cheetahs needed to be swift because they wanted to catch prey, 
then, at the beginning, only the fastest would survive - thus making 
the offspring genetically inclined to more speed... Over time, natural 
selection would help the speed!

Scan for 
“Hot 

Terms”

If None Go to Next 

 
Item until “Thank 

 
You Page”

If Present (needed, 
wanted) Go to 
Secondary Item 
Associated with “Hot 
Term”

Student Interface
 

–
 

Primary Item



Secondary Item for each Hot Term in Text Box

Please explain what you mean by the term “needed” and how it fits 
into your explanation.

Text Box
It is necessary for them to capture prey for food.

Save and Continue

Next Primary Item in 

 
the Instrument

Please explain what you mean by the term “wanted” and how it fits 
into your explanation.

Text Box

They wanted food to improve their survival.

Student Interface – Secondary Item



Ambiguous meaning: “Hot Terms” 
Very common in evolutionary explanation



Example: pressures and forces

% of 
hot 
terms

Most 
explanations 
using “correct” 
terms are wrong



Computer scoring of open 
response text


 

Goal:



 
Automate 
detection of 
cognitive 
resources brought 
to bear on 
evolutionary 
problems


 

Tests of efficacy:



 
Correspondence 
of expert-human 
scoring and 
Lexical Analysis 
(or Text Analysis)



Human vs. 
computer 
scoring: 

Core + key concepts 
of natural selection

Expert scoring 
of student 
answers

Delineation of 
specialized term 

libraries

Creation of 
analysis rules

Computerized 
analysis of 
responses

Necessary and 
sufficient construct (3)

Expansive construct 
(3+n)



Human raters (HR1, HR2) vs. 
computer (TA)

Core 
and key 
concepts 
of 
natural 
selection

Target



Models (human vs. computer)

Key concepts

Frequency

Co-occurrence



Take home points (6 months in…)



 

Naturalistic evolutionary reasoning includes many 
different types of cognitive resources.



 

These resources must be studied in order to 
understand how (or if) instructional interventions 
have effects. 



 

There are no extant instruments that capture the 
diverse compositions or structures of cognitive 
resources.



 

Lexical ambiguity has been largely ignored in evolution 
assessment, but can be tackled using our new computerized 
cascade system.



 

Automated analysis of open response text has been shown to 
work for core and key concepts of natural selection.



 

Our work hopes to transform the basic ways that science 
educators assess student thinking.
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